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... on personnel welfare: 

 Stopped work immediately for three (3) days during Habagat to ensure safety of 

personnel, their families and properties 

 Continuous testing of water for mercury content, as precautionary measure to ensure 

that water at GA is within safety level, though intial test showed just very small trace 

of mercury, i.e. 0.0000002 gram per liter solution as compared to the standard 

maximum limit of 0.000001 gram per liter 

 Acquisition of additional bus in the ongoing Barter of scrap with essential equipment 

and another one in the next Barter, to implement a total shuttle service, in order to 

alleviate the expenses of personnel commuting to work 

 “I am very concerned with safety, to prevent accidents. I am always focused on this.” 

(on the subject of well-maintained vehicles and need to acquire additional vehicles)  

 Open door policy, the DA is always available if you have any problems or questions, 

do not speculate 
 

... on GA modernization: 
 

 Expect more work and activities next year as GA is now in the phase of prioritizing 

our modernization as funds are coming in 

- arrival of new machines by middle of next year 

- some joint projects now being pushed through like the manufacture of M16. This 

will be done through Swizz challenge or bidding, means generation of more jobs 

- manufacture of 40mm ammunition grenade launcher; two proposals - from South 

Korea and South Africa  

- South Africa signified interest in reviving the propellant plant and will submit their 

proposal 

 With expansion means a lot of skills training in modernization, both for technical and 

management in order to prepare the next generation in taking over the GA 

- Technical: push through with rejuvenation of training abroad next year on quality 

assurance; primer, case and bullet manufacture in South Korea, and find out 

other courses available in the US 

- Managerial: how to handle people and how to manage resources 

 Fast track hiring of more engineers: mechanical, chemical, metallurgical, electronics 

 Supplemental budget in 2013 for a dedicated manufacturing line for 5.56mm, as 

lobbied with Congressman Biazon so that AFP, PNP, and other law enforcement will 

never have to import ammunition; at 40 million rounds annual capacity, we may not 

need to go into shifting, or up to 2 shifts only 

 Funds for Capital Outlay quadrupled from P10M to P40M in 2013 for the 

procurement of new equipment 

“I would like to ask your indulgence and cooperation, as you will see a lot of moving 

around  pertaining  to GA modernization. Additional duties will be given to everyone 

particularly  the junior management staff.” 

“So now,  you  know  where the  Arsenal is going. All our efforts will be going there 

(modernization).”  

 

 

 

 


